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 HALACHA V’HALICHA… By Rav Chaim Schabes 
Sfas Emes brings from the Zohar Hakadosh that Korach argued against the combination of  and .  On the one hand, it is mentioned that 
is a name of HaShem and on the other, Hashem is also called , because Hashem’s relationship with his creation is centered on a flow 
of life that is concentrated at one point, which is , in which lies the totality of everything, and which is also the vehicle that Hashem uses to 
sustain the whole creation.  is the time when everything unites in a  , a secret of unity, when Hashem completes a harmony 
between the  and the physicality of his whole creation.  Obviously, no one individual in  is able to detach himself from this 
unity and at the same time be connected to Hashem, and that is what Korach pretended, This is Korach’s detachment from  and from .
Some people inquired about the practice to chop onions and eggs, or just eggs, during the Shabbos morning meal, adding oil to the mix, while 
some make scoops out of the egg salad, which, since it is a , a thick mix, would seem to be a problem? The reality is that the reason 
that many do this, rather than prepare it before Shabbos, is not so that it should be as fresh as possible; rather, they are trying to circumvent a 
problem, and that is, the gemarah (Niddah 17a) brings down that onions or eggs which are left overnight are susceptible to a , and that 
is the reason why people refrain from preparing it before Shabbos. Many Poskim write that once the eggs or onions are made into a prepared 
food, or are mixed with salt and oil, and are covered, there is no problem in keeping them overnight and consuming them (Darkai Tshuvah 116). 
Therefore, since mixing the eggs with oil presents a problem of   (kneading), it is preferable to prepare it before Shabbos, rather than 
relying on leniencies and preparing it on Shabbos.  If one did not prepare it before Shabbos, there is definitely a permissible way to do so on 
Shabbos.  The main issue with a is that there isn’t a proper  that will allow the mixing of the ingredients to take place.  For the 
actual kneading, which is the act of transforming the solid into one body with the liquid, there are different  one could do, such as mixing 
in a criss-cross manner rather than with circular moves, or stirring the bowl itself instead of the contents.  However, for just combining the 
ingredients we don’t have a proper , since there are Rishonim that hold  like the  ,who maintain that even putting the flour and the 
water together without kneading is also a Torah prohibition.  Based on this, the Shulchan Aruch (OC 321:16) brings a second opinion that any 
is not permitted, and that is how the Ra”ma holds .  However, if the oil or mayonnaise is added to the eggs before they are 
chopped, it is for sure considered a proper , because at the time of the mixing, we don’t yet have another solid ingredient (equivalent to 
flour) that has the capability of mixing and becoming one unit as a result of the liquid.  For this reason, Poskim also write that it is permitted to 
add juice to a banana before it is mashed, and then do the mashing and mixing with a , because this constitutes a proper .  If one started 
chopping the eggs, and didn’t put in the oil beforehand, it is preferable that one should chop them larger than normal, in such a way that the oil 
will not make a mass that will get formed into one cluster.  Those who do add oil to finely chopped eggs will be relying on the Poskim who hold  
that there is no restriction of  (kneading) on things that don’t grow from the ground, just like there is no grinding with non-; Rav 
Moshe ZT”L (OC 4:74:8) writes not to rely on this opinion. There will also be a problem if the mixture has onions.  A different possible 
leniency is that once a food is cooked, it is not considered , rather food preparation (), but the Chazon Ish is doubtful if 
this is the .  Some suggest that for that meal it is considered , a good , but M”A (24) holds that this does not apply to a  
. Nevertheless, at least b’dieved , Rav Moshe ZT”L holds that the oil could be added to the eggs, as is brought down in .
 

THOUGHTS ON THE HAFTARA … By Rabbi Yaakov Shapiro (Shmuel I 11:14 – 12:22)
Shmuel Hanavi led the nation for most of his life and was loved by all. Yet towards the end of his days the people approached him and asked 
that a king be appointed:  (Shmuel I 8:5). Shmuel is not happy with the idea, but he says nothing to the people, 
and immediately heeds the word of Hashem and anoints  Shaul as king.  In this week’s haftara,  Shmuel, after  having participated in the 
coronation of Shaul, finally breaks his silence and speaks to the people in the harshest of terms and severely chastises them for their asking for a 
king! All of the mefarshim ask: what was it that angered Shmuel? The fact that there would be a king is mentioned explicitly in the Torah,  
 (Devarim 17:14), so what they were asking for doesn’t seem outlandish! Many mefarshim say Shmuel was upset that they added 
the phrase “”, seemingly asking to be like all the other nations. Yet, if you compare their words to those of the Torah they seem almost 
identical! And furthermore, what connection is there between their request for a king and Shmuel’s challenge to them to bring even one instance 
where he took money from anyone inappropriately? One of the answers the Malbim offers is that the word that bothered Shmuel in their request 
was . He recognized that their request for a king was valid. But when they extended their request beyond that and asked also for a ‘judge’ 
he understood that it was a direct attack on his integrity! His response was directed at that hidden agenda and that is why he brought up his 
monetary relationship with the people. The Malbim contends that the people should have done one of two things to mitigate their request: either 
specify that the king should start his rule over them only after Shmuel could no longer lead them, or, at the very least, even if the king were 
appointed immediately, Shmuel should at least continue to act as judge until the end of his days.


LESSONS FROM OUR GEDOLIM: The rebbe, R’ Yitzchak of Vorka, once arrived at the inn where he was staying to find all sorts of 
disparaging graffiti covering his door.  His shames became very agitated and embarrassed, but R’ Yitzchak comforted him by saying that ba’alei 
machlokes tend to slander their targets in the very areas in which they are most careful.  We see that from Korach, who accused Moshe by saying 
, the very antithesis of the middah for which Moshe is particularly praised: …
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ROSH CHODESH Thursday (Shacharis 6:50) and Friday (Shacharis 7:45)
JULY 4th SHIUR following davening and breakfast, Rabbi Shmuel Schneid, sofer sta”m, “A Journey into the World of Safrus”
SHACHARIS Sun 7:45, Mon-Fri 7:00; MAARIV Mon-Th 9:30; MINCHA/MAARIV Sun-Thu 8:19, next Fri 7:00/8:17 (candles 7:15/8:14)

KNESSES KNEWS
MAZEL TOV! to Mr. and Mrs. Asher and Sandra Jacobs on the engagement of their daughter Tzipporah to Yossi Zeidel.  VORT in their home, 

4 Brockton, Sunday, 1-4PM
MAZEL TOV! to all the graduates.   Kiddush in their honor after davening.
HASHAVAS AVEIDAH Anyone who gave a check to David Schneeweiss for Matanos L’evyonim this past Purim please contact him ASAP

KOMMUNITY KORNER
PIRCHEI  for boys Pre1A-6th grade at Knesses Yisrael 2:30-3:30
BOYS NIGHT SEDER at Zichron Yehuda, grades 6-8, Mon-Thu 8:30-9:15, shiur Tues. & Wed. by Rabbi Dovid Rubin
NEW SUNDAY MORNING SEDER at Zichron Yehuda, Shacharis 7:30 & 8:30, breakfast, seder 9:30-11:30, chavrusa, chaburos, shiurim
MIKVAH OF NEW HEMPSTEAD, 109 Brick Church, is open on Shabbos/Yom Tov, please call 669-0861
SHABBOS MINCHA at Tefilla L’Moshe, 1:30/5:00PM (Sun. 1:30), MAARIV  40 mins. after shki’a/9:45PM; SUN SHACHARIS 7:30 & 8:30
DAILY SHACHARIS at Kehillat New Hempstead 6:00; at Zichron Yehuda (2 Kakiat Ln) 6:40AM; MINCHA Mon-Th 8PM at Zich. Yehuda
SUNDAY MINCHA 1:45PM at Zichron Yehuda MAARIV daily at 9:15PM; MINCHA Sun-Thu, 15 mins. before shki’a, at Tefilla L’Moshe
TO BE INCLUDED on our email distribution list and receive shul/community related news send an email to knesses_yisrael@yahoo.com
FOR ANNOUNCEMENTS and any other inclusions to this publication please contact Moshe Orlian at: 364-0572, or morlian@verizon.net

KONTINUING KLASSES (aka ONGOING SHIURIM)
Daf Yomi: 1 hour before Shacharis (R’ Adler)/ 9:45PM (R’ Becher) at Knesses Yisrael; 6:00AM at Zichron Yehuda (chabura)
Maseches Sanhedrin (by R’ Apter) daily 1 hour before Shacharis; Ahavas Chesed (by Rabbi Schabes) Tues. 9:10PM, at Knesses Yisrael
Hilchos Shabbos chabura, Shabbos, after the early minyan 
Navi Melachim for men, by Rabbi Shmuel Moeller, Sundays 8:30-9:15, at Tefilla L'Moshe
Minchas Chinuch Sun. 8:30PM; shiur klali on Maseches Kesubos Mon-Thurs. 8:15-9:15PM; by R’ Bronspiegel at Zichron Yehuda; 
Maseches Bava Metzia, Shabbos afternoon 1 hour before Mincha, by R’ Yehoshua Kohl at Kehillat New Hempstead
Ladies Shiur: Shabbos 5:00PM, by Rabbi Eliezer Zabrowski, at Zabrowski, 1Bedford Ct.

Mondays 8:40 PM, Sefer Yehoshua, by Mrs. Aviva Orlian, at Levy, 29 Fessler
Wednesdays 10:45-11:45AM, Pareshas Hashavua, by Mrs. Sussi Brecher, at Lazar, 2 Tracey Ct. (corner of South Gate)

  
MECHOCHMAS HAS’FORNO… By Rabbi Shmuel Burstein
One of the great chasadim that Hashem, potentially, extends to man is his ability to impact others far beyond himself; and on top of that, he is 
rewarded for it. In a related sense, we read of Daniel being told that , those who cause tzeddek for the masses, are like , the 
stars that shine forever (ch. 12). The Midrash Sifra provides us with a renowned example of this idea (Vayikra 5:17). The Midrash tells us even if 
I unintentionally become the cause of someone else’s good fortune, HaKadosh Baruch Hu sets aside a bracha for me. The famous example in the 
Midrash is of a person, call him Yehuda, going about his business one day. Unbeknownst to Yehuda, a sum of money falls out of his pocket, a 
secured portion of his garment. The money is used by Shimon as an investment which provides food for his family. Yehuda wanted the coin. He 
put  it  there  and secured  it.  But  Yehuda  now becomes  the  recipient  of  Hashem’s  bracha.  The  ramifications  of  this  truth,  of  course,  are 
tremendous. In effect, there is a hint of our potential eternity involved here. I am able to “live on” through my accomplishments, even my 
unintended accomplishments, thanks to Hashem’s kindness. It is just such a gift of eternity that was robbed from the tragic figures involved with 
Korach’s evil, says S’forno. In a short but poignant remark about the loss of Korach’s  he tells us that Hashem was so sufficiently disgusted 
with his plot against Moshe Rabbenu that He did not allow Korach or his allies any such privilege. In S’forno’s words   
. Why was it necessary for even the wealth of Korach to be swallowed up at the miraculous earth-opening event of our  paresha? So that 
Korach and his cohorts would not be allowed the  of having righteous people benefit from all their work. A further point that is brought 
home is worth pondering. According to the way S’forno learns this paresha, we need a special  to become a source of bracha, for tzaddikim 
to benefit from our actions. It is not something we should “expect” to happen. I once heard in the name of a great man that we must daven for 
zechuyos. This is what we do each time we recite Avinu Malkenu, . May we all have many such zechuyos.
  
ON LANGUAGE… By R’ Moshe Orlian
At the climax of the Korach incident, Moshe says  (B’midbar 16:30). The common interpreatation of the word is that it 
means ‘creation’, i.e., that Moshe is saying there should be a new ‘creation’ from Hashem in that the earth should open up and swallow Korach. 
Ibn Ezra, however, offers a different explanation. He says that means a ‘cutting-off’ – a . In other words, according to Ibn Ezra, 
is not referring to the novelty of the punishment but to the punishment itself: that Hashem should ‘cut-off’ Korach by having the earth 
open up etc. This alternate meaning of the root is found in binyan pi’el in the verse  (Yechezkel 23:47), where  is 
pronounced ‘u-va-RAY-, and means ‘to cut off’.


“A GIGANTIC LITTLE SECRET” … By Rabbi Yosef  Schwab
 - Interestingly, the last 3 letters of the words  spell out the name .  This is a reference to le’asid lavo, the time of Eliyahu 
Hanavi, when Bnai Yisrael will not need a human king, hinting at a kernel of truth in Korach’s argument against Moshe.
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